The perfect product for greater efficiency and enhanced mixing material quality in a five-gallon bucket

- **LIGHTWEIGHT**: The total weight of the stand is less than 35 pounds.
- **PORTABLE**: The stand mast and supporting arm folds flat against the base, the installed handle makes for easy carrying.
- **FIVE GALLON BUCKETS**: Almost all 5-gallon buckets will fit.
- **LOCKING FEATURE**: The easy-to-use locking system locks the bucket to the stand and prevents the bucket from spinning during mixing.
- **FEET LEVELING**: The base has four feet that can be adjusted in height to allow leveling on uneven surfaces.
- **UNIQUE MAST ASSEMBLY**: The Spring-loaded vertical mast allows for an up and down movement of the arm and mixer. The large spring helps to support the weight of the arm and mixer giving the user better control.
- **LOCKING SUPPORT**: When mixing is completed, the internal spring helps to lift the arm and mixer out of the bucket and a separate locking latch locks it in the raised position. The arm and mixer can then be swung to the side for easy removal of the bucket.
- **UNIQUE ARM ASSEMBLY**: The BNR6400 Power Mixer (sold separately), fits perfectly on the arm that extends out from the mast assembly. The arm assembly allows for both forward and back motion while the mast allows for side to side and up/down motion. This gives the user a full range of motion inside the bucket for a complete mix of all the material.
- **ACCEPTS DIFFERENT PADDLES**: The BN6400 mixer comes with M14 threads and a drill chuck. This allows the mixer to accept either threaded paddles or hexagon paddles.
- **EASY CLEAN-UP**: By keeping an extra five-gallon bucket of water or other cleaner material close by; it becomes very easy to place it on the stand at the end of the job and use the mixer to clean itself.

Additional information on www.bnproducts.com:
- Assembly Instructions for BNMS-50 Mixing Stand
- Parts List for BNMS-50